Amine inversion in proteins. A 13C-NMR study of proton exchange and nitrogen inversion rates in N epsilon,N epsilon,N alpha,N alpha-[13C]tetramethyllysine,N epsilon,N epsilon,N alpha,N alpha-[13C]tetramethyllysine methyl ester, and reductively methylated concanavalin A.
Exchange rates were calculated as a function of pH from line widths of methylamine resonances in 13C-NMR spectra of N epsilon,N epsilon,N alpha,N alpha-[13C]tetramethyllysine (TML) and N epsilon,N epsilon,N alpha,N alpha-tetramethyllysine methyl ester (TMLME). The pH dependence of the dimethyl alpha-amine exchange rate could be adequately described by assuming base-catalyzed chemical exchange between two diastereotopic methyl populations related by nitrogen inversion. Deprotonation of the alpha-amine was assumed to occur by proton transfer to (1) OH-, (2) water, (3) a deprotonated amine or (4) RCO2-. Microscopic rate constants characterizing each of these transfer processes (k1, k2, k3 and k4, respectively) were determined by fitting the rates calculated from line width analysis to a steady-state kinetic model. Using this procedure it was determined that for both TML and TMLME k2 approximately equal to 1-10 M-1 s-1, k3 approximately equal to 10(6) M-1 s-1 and ki, the rate constant for nitrogen inversion was about 10(8)-10(9) s-1. Upper limits of 10(12) and 10(3) M-1 s-1 could be determined for k1 and k4, respectively. A similar kinetic analysis was used to explain pH-dependent line-broadening effects observed for the N-terminal dimethylalanyl resonance in 13C-NMR spectra of concanavalin A, reductively methylated using 90% [13C]formaldehyde. From exchange data below pH 4 it could be determined that amine inversion was limited by the proton transfer rate to the solvent, with a rate constant estimated at 20 M-1 s-1. Above pH 4, exchange was limited by proton transfer to other titrating groups in the protein structure. Based upon their proximity, the carboxylate side chains of Asp-2 and Asp-218 appear to be likely candidates. The apparent first-order microscopic rate constant characterizing proton transfer to these groups was estimated to be about 1 X 10(4) s-1. Rate constants characterizing nitrogen inversion (ki), proton transfer to OH- (k1) and proton transfer to the solvent (k2) were estimated to be of the same order of magnitude as those determined for the model compounds. On the basis of our results, it is proposed that chemical exchange processes associated with base-catalyzed nitrogen inversion may contribute to 15N or 13C spin-lattice relaxation times in reductively methylated peptides or proteins.